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ABSTRACT 

Multicast communication, in which the same message is 

sending from a source node to a set of destination nodes, is 

being increasingly demanded in multicomputer systems. It can 

be used to support several other collective communication 

operations. 2D torus network has many features. So, it has 

become increasingly important to multicomputer design. This 

paper presents an efficient multicast wormhole deadlock-free 

algorithm that Balance Traffic Load on 2D torus network; 

hence the name BTL algorithm. BTL algorithm handles 

multicast operation with a fixed number of message-passing 

steps irrespective of the network size. Also, it is designed such 

that can send messages to any number of destinations within 

two communication phases. Results from extensive 

comparative analysis show that BTL algorithm exhibit 

superior performance advantages over a well-known 

algorithm.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For Multicomputers, Optimizing the performance of the 

interprocessor communication depends on many factors as 

selection of the interconnection network, switching technique 

and routing algorithm. Two dimensional (2D) torus network is 

frequently utilized on top-performing multicomputers. It has 

been one of the most important communication networks due 

to its desirable properties, such as scalability, recursive 

structure, ease of implementation, constant  node degree, 

constant length channel wires, higher channel bandwidth, low 

contention latency, and more [1, 2, 3]. Also, it offers edge 

connectivity and can be partitioned into meshes. Much recent 

interest in multicomputer systems is therefore concentrated on 

2D torus networks. Such technology has been adopted in [4, 

5, 6, 7]. Wormhole switching technique is widely used in 

interconnection networks due firstly to its low buffering 

requirements, allowing for efficient router implementation. 

Secondly, and more importantly, it makes latency almost 

independent of the message distance in the absence of 

blocking [1, 8, 9]. 

In this paper, 2D torus networks with bidirectional channels 

are used. For simplicity, the torus network will draw without 

channels. Multicasting is an important primitive among 

collective communication operations. Multicasting allows a 

source node to send the same message to a group of 

destination nodes. If the set of destination nodes contains only 

one node, the multicast called unicast. If the set of destination 

nodes contains all of the computational nodes in the system, 

the multicast called broadcast [10]. Many multicast algorithms 

have been proposed in the literature [2, 11, 12]. The 

performance of multicast communication is measured in terms 

of its latency in delivering a message to all destinations. In 

wormhole-routed networks, the communication latency 

consists of three parts, start-up latency, network latency and 

blocking latency [2]. The start-up latency is the time incurred 

by the operating system when preparing a message for 

injection into the network. The network latency is a 

combination of propagation delay, router delay, and 

contention delay. The blocking latency accounts for all delays 

associated with contention for routing resources among the 

various worms in the network. 

In this study, an efficient deadlock-free wormhole multicast 

routing algorithm for 2D torus multicomputer is proposed. 

This algorithm is multicasting a message to all destination 

nodes through two phases at most. In this scheme, the 

objective is to utilize the channels uniformly and reduce the 

path length of message worms, making multicasting more 

efficient in 2D torus networks. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

summaries the related works. The proposed multicast 

algorithm and a new routing function are presented in section 

3. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the proposed 

algorithm to an existing well known, T2W multicast 

algorithm [9]. Finally, section 5 concludes this study. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
In multicast routing, the path selection procedure is very 

important to maximize the efficiency of the message delivery 

process. Various path selection techniques have been 

proposed in the literature. In general, the algorithms for 

multicast routing can be classified into three types, unicast-

based, path-based, and tree-based. In unicast-based routing, 

identical messages are sent to the destination nodes 

recursively [4, 13]. This technique suffers from performance 

inefficiently as well as excessive power consumption [12].  

The tree-based routing [14, 15, 16, 17] tries to construct a tree 

rooted at the source node in order to deliver a multicast 

message to destination nodes along the paths on the formed 

tree. 

In path-based routing [2, 9, 12], an ordered sequence of 

destination addresses that must be delivered in the specific 

order is stored in the header of a message. When a multicast 

message reach an intermediate destination, the top address is 

removed from the header and it can be copied to the local 

memory. The message is routed to the next destination 

specified in the sorted list. The last destination node removes 

the message from the network. 
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There are two types of multicast operation, single-phase (one 

startup) [18] and multi-phase (there is more than one startup) 

[9, 19]. In multi-phase multicasting, a message is required 

more than one step to reach all destination nodes. In [9], 

Darwish et al. proposed a path-based wormhole multicast 

algorithm in 2D torus network terms as T2W. In this 

algorithm, some intermediate nodes that are non-destination 

nodes are allowed to perform multicast operations. This 

feature increases flexibility in distributing messages to the 

destination nodes thereby improving performance that is 

evaluated through simulations. T2W algorithm can send a 

message to a set of destinations within two startup 

communication phases. It can use both horizontal and vertical 

wraparound channels of a torus network. In the first phase, 

T2W algorithm defines a horizontal main path starts from the 

source node and directed to a special node called end node.  

 

Fig 1:  2D T8×8 torus network 

The horizontal main path is selected such that may use the 

horizontal wraparound channels to cover as many destinations 

as possible on its path. Also, the nodes on it can cover all 

remaining destinations that exist on columns of the torus 

network. In the second phase, some intermediate nodes along 

horizontal main path retransmit the message to the remaining 

destination nodes through vertical paths that branch from one 

side of the main path. In this technique, the multicast routing 

is divided into sub-multicasts that can be carried out in 

parallel by many independent paths that branch from the 

horizontal main path. Fig 1 shows a 2D torus network, T8×8, 

with a source node, s= (2, 2) and a set of random distributed 

destination nodes in gray color. 

A torus network and message paths become as in fig 2 when 

T2W algorithm is used to send a message from the source 

node to all destination nodes. A solid and dotted lines 

represent communication paths in the first and second phases, 

respectively.

 

Fig 2:  Message multicasting by using T2W algorithm 

Reducing the latency and traffic of multicasting message are 

main important aims of this paper. So, an efficient multicast 

wormhole routing algorithm with special routing function is 

introduced (BTL). The proposed algorithm will be compared 

with T2W algorithm [9]. The simulation results show that the 

proposed algorithm performs better than T2W algorithm.  

3. THE PROPOSED MULTICAST 

ALGORITHM 
This section introduces an efficient multicast wormhole 

deadlock-free algorithm, BTL for 2D torus network. BTL 

algorithm uses the concept of virtual partitioning of the torus 

network into meshes and divides the torus into nearly equally 

two size horizontal partitions. Each partition represents a 2D 

mesh. The basic idea behind the introduced algorithm is that, 

during the first phase, the message is sent to a set of nodes 

such that all the destinations can be reached in the first or the 

second phase of multicast communication. In the first phase, 

BTL algorithm like T2W algorithm where it defines a 

horizontal path named Horizontal Main Path (HMP) which 

begins from the source node and may use the horizontal 

wraparound channels to cover as many destinations as 

possible. The message is sent to the end node of HMP 

according to a deterministic routing function which supplies a 

unique minimal path. 

In the second phase, the technique of BTL algorithm is 

differing from its T2W algorithm. BTL algorithm may use the 

vertical wraparound channels and divides the torus, Tn×m, into 

nearly equally two virtual meshes. Some intermediate nodes 

along HMP retransmit the message to the remaining 

destinations through nearly equally vertical paths. The 

technique of BTL algorithm shows that the multicast is 

divided into sub-multicasts that branch from the two sides of 

HMP. So, the long of paths in BTL algorithm are shorter than 

of T2W algorithm (nearly half). Also, the multicast is divided 

into sub-multicasts carried out in parallel fashion by many 

independent paths. Fig 3 illustrates the message paths when 

BTL algorithm is used on torus, T8×8 of fig 1. The solid and 

dotted lines represent communication paths in the first and 

second phases, respectively. 
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Fig 3:  Message multicasting by using BTL algorithm 

3.1 Partitioning Algorithm 
BTL algorithm begins by determination the best move 

direction and the optimum last node, e =(xe, ys) of HMP. This 

is performing by using algorithm1: BTL_Balancing_Partitions. 

According to the source node position, the technique of 

algorithm1 uses both of horizontal and vertical wraparound 

channels and rotates the columns and the rows respectively of 

a given torus network. So, there are two phases as the 

following: 
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Phase 1: algorithm1 may use the horizontal wraparound 

channels since it selects two destination nodes such that one 

of them has the farthest x-coordinate, xR, to xs from the right 

direction (the right direction starts from the source node 

column and directed right to reach at the last column that 

previous the source node column). The other destination node 

has the farthest x-coordinate, xL, to xs from the left direction 

(the left direction is similar to the right direction but directed 

to left side). So, a variable called Move_HMP is used to refer 

the horizontal moving direction of HMP where Move_HMP 

=1 refers to the right direction and Move_HMP =0 refers to 

the left direction. According to Move_HMP, the x-coordinate 

of end node, xe is determined which equals to xR or xL. 

Phase 2: according to the source node position, algorithm1 

may use the vertical wraparound channels to divide the torus, 

Tn×m, into two virtual meshes, M1 and M2. So, there are two 

cases: 

Case 1: If the y-coordinate of the source node is less than 

m/2, then M1 contains the nodes whose y-coordinates are 

between y-coordinate of the source node and y-coordinate of 

the source node plus m/2 , M2 contains the remaining nodes.  

Case 2: If the y-coordinate of the source node is greater than 

or equal to m/2, then M1 contains the nodes whose y-

coordinates are between y-coordinate of the source node and 

y-coordinate of the source node minus m/2, M2 contains the 

remaining nodes. 

For any Tn×m with a destination set D = {(x0,y0), (x1,y1),… , 

(xk,yk)}. Let Dx = {x: (x, y)  D}, Dy = {y: (x, y)  D} are the 

two sets of x-coordinates and y-coordinates respectively of D. 

Let Lx={xi:0≤xi<xs, xiDx}, and Rx=Dx–Lx are the two sets of 

x-coordinates of D which exist on the left columns and the 

right columns respectively of the column that contains the 

source node. 

Fig 4 illustrates algorithm1 which produces xe , Move_HMP, 

and N_HMP that is the number of nodes on HMP. 

Algorithm1: BTL_Balancing_Partitions 

Input: source node s= (xs, ys), the sets Lx, Rx     

Output: xe , Move_ HMP , N_HMP  

Begin:  

1- IF (Lx ≠  ) THEN    

xR= Max {Lx},   Rdist=n-|xs-xR|    

ELSE    xR= Max {Rx},   Rdist=|xs-xR|.  

2- RX1=Rx – {xs},  LX1=Lx U {xs} 

3- IF (RX1 ≠  )  THEN   

xL= Min{ RX1}, Ldist=n-|xs – xL|   

ELSE   xL= Min{ LX1}, Ldist=|xs – xL|.  

4- IF(Rdist ≥ Ldist)   THEN 

 xe= xR,  Move_ HMP =1 , N_HMP= Rdist +1 

 ELSE  

 xe= XL,  Move_ HMP =0 , N_HMP= Ldist +1 

5- Return (xe , Move_ HMP  and N_HMP)   

End BTL_Balancing Partitions algorithm 

Fig 4:  Determination HMP 

3.2 A Formal Routing Function   
A special path routing function, RBTL, is needed to determine 

the next node for which the path of BTL algorithm will visit 

in a 2D torus network, Tn×m. RBTL is the same as XY-routing 

[20] with some conditions which deal with the horizontal and 

vertical wraparound channels and prevent deadlock to occur. 

So, a routing path by RBTL is decided first along the X-

dimension before choosing a path along the Y-dimension. 

Clearly, RBTL routing is deadlock-free for one-to-one 

communication because it is impossible for a cyclic channel 

dependency to arise if channels are acquired in XY order. The 

direction variable, Move_HMP which is decided in previous 

subsection will be considered. To send a message from a 

current node u= (xu, yu) to a destination node v= (xv, yv), the 

horizontal neighbor node of node u denoted h_node(u) is 

determined as follows: 
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The path routing function of BTL algorithm is a function 

RBTL: (P  P  P) that maps a (current node, destination node) 

pair to a neighbor node of the current node. It is defined as 

follows: RBTL (u, v) = hv_node, where  
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3.3 Message Processing of BTL Algorithm 
In this subsection, two ordered subsets (Olist1 and Olist2) of 

the destination nodes are constructed. One of them is 

constructed and sorted from the destinations in M1 and the 

other is constructed and sorted from the destinations in M2. 

Fig 5 describes the components of algorithm2: 

BTL_Message_Processing, which constructs Olist1 and Olist2 

according to the position of the source node where there are 

four cases. So, there are many FOR loops that organize the 

building of Olist1 and Olist2 such that all destinations (are not 

on HMP) receive a message through vertical paths branch 

from HMP. The function FILL_LIST() is used to fill Olist1 

and Olist2 with destination nodes.  

Algorithm2: BTL_Message_Processing 

Inputs: s, D, e, N_HMP 

Output: Olist1 and Olist2 

Begin: let D=D U {s}, Olist1=, Olist2=,  b=s 

FOR  k=1 TO N_HMP 

{1. u=b, OL1=, OL2= 

  2. IF (ys <m/2 ) THEN 

       FOR i=yu+1 TO yu+m/2 

          IF (xu, i) D  THEN  FILL_LIST ((Xu,i), OL1) 

      FOR i= yu – 1   TO 0 step –1   

          IF (xu, i) D  THEN  FILL_LIST ((Xu,i), OL2) 
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      FOR i=n–1 TO yu+ m/2+1 step  -1   

          IF (xu, i) D  THEN  FILL_LIST ((Xu,i), OL2) 

 

 3. ELSE  

     FOR i= yu – 1   TO yu – m/2  step -1    

        IF (xu, i) D  THEN  FILL_LIST ((Xu,i), OL1) 

     FOR i= yu + 1   TO n–1  step +1 

        IF (xu, i) D  THEN  FILL_LIST ((Xu,i), OL2) 

     FOR i=0  TO yu- m/2 -1  step -1   

        IF (xu, i) D THEN FILL_LIST ((Xu,i), OL2)          

4. IF (OL1 ≠   uD)     THEN    

         Olist1= Olist1 ||{u}|| OL1  

 5. IF (OL2 ≠   uD)    THEN    

         Olist2= Olist2 ||{u}|| OL2    

 6. b= RBTL (u,e) 

 } 

RETURN (Olist1, Olist2) 

END BTL_Message_Processing algorithm 

 

Fig 5:  Message processing algorithm 

So, the source node constructs two messages, one containing 

Olist1 as part of the header and the other contain Olist2 as part 

of the header. The source node sends two messages into two 

disjoint subnetworks M1 and M2. 

Next, the BTL algorithm uses a distributed routing method in 

which the routing decision is made at each intermediate node. 

Upon receiving the message, each intermediate node 

determines whether its address matches that of the first 

destination node in the message header. If so the address is 

removed from the message header, the message is copied and 

sent together with its header to the neighboring node using the 

routing function RBTL. In case where the intermediate node is 

not a destination, it sends the message together with its header 

to the neighboring node using the routing function RBTL. If the 

sets of the destination nodes are not empty, the algorithm 

continues according to the previous method. 

Theorem 1: BTL Algorithm is Deadlock-

Free. 
Proof:  as explained in previous subsection 3.1 and according 

to the position of the source node, BTL algorithm divides the 

2D torus network into two disjoint sub-networks, M1 and M2. 

This is obvious since M1∩ M2 = . Then BTL algorithm is 

deadlock-free at M1 and M2. The technique of BTL algorithm 

uses both of the horizontal and vertical wraparound channels 

and rearranges columns and rows to deal with a torus as a 

virtual mesh network. It makes the source node nearly in the 

middle of the first or last column. In the first phase, there is a 

main horizontal path (HMP) starts from the source node and 

extend to last column contains destination nodes. HMP sends 

the message to the destination nodes that pass on. All other 

destinations receive the message through vertical paths branch 

from HMP (up or down in M1 or M2). So, all paths are parallel 

and as follows, there is no intersection between any paths. 

Then no cyclic dependency can be created among the 

channels. So, BTL algorithm is deadlock-free. 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm, 

BTL is compared with well-known multicast T2W algorithm 

[9]. A common metric used to evaluate the performance of an 

interconnection network system is the communication latency, 

which is approximated by TS+Tn [21]. TS is the startup time 

and consists of two parts TS1 and TS2. TS1 is made at the source 

node in the first phase. TS2 is made at each intermediate node 

along HMP in the second phase to retransmit the message to 

rest of the multicast destinations. It is clear that TS2< TS1 

because the generation of succeeding messages should take 

less time than the generation of the first message. The 

network time, Tn, is the total time spent between the injection 

of the message into the network until the message is drained 

away. Tn is different for the two algorithms, T2W and BTL. 

So, it is used to compare them. Each multicast message can be 

expressed as sequences of serially forwarded unicast 

messages from root to destinations [22]. So, the time of 

multicast message is expressed as follow:     

Tmulticast = Max [Ts + Tn]      over    paths                   (3) 

Where Max [ ] operation yields the total multicast latency for 

deepest path over all paths, and Tmulticast is the time interval 

between the initiation of the multicast and the last 

destination’s reception of the message. The network traffic is 

another parameter and is defined as the number of channels 

used to deliver all messages involved. 

The two metrics, the network latency and the network traffic 

are calculated for two algorithms to compare the performance. 

A routing model for each algorithm is used as path processes 

to determine the channels on which each message should be 

transmitted. A simulation in VC++ language was designed 

and implemented for performance evaluation. Many random 

2D torus networks that contain two virtual channels per 

physical channel were used. Each network contains a source 

node (xs, ys) and a set of destination nodes that are uniformly 

distributed through each network. The networks were 

generated with different numbers of processors ranging from 

25 to 3200. It is assumed that the network latency time 

between any two nodes is 30 ns, TS1 is set to 1s, and TS2 is 

set to 240 ns. Figs. 6-8 show the results of these algorithms. 
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Fig 6:  network latency of BTL and T2W vs. no. of 

destinations 

Fig 6 plots the multicast latency obtained by the two 

algorithms on T40×40 versus various values of the number of 

destination nodes, ranging from 100 to 1600. The source node 
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is nearly in the center of the network. It is clear that, as the 

number of destination increases, the latency values obtained 

by all algorithms increase. BTL algorithm however, is less 

sensitive to the increased load than T2W algorithm. This is 

due to the fact that BTL routing uses shorter paths; so 

resources are held for shorter time periods, leading to higher 

throughput. 

Fig 7 plots the multicast latency obtained by the two 

comparison algorithms versus the different sizes of torus 

networks within range from 25 to 1600 nodes, pd=20% where 

pd is the percentage of destination nodes out of the total 

number of nodes in the network, and the source node is nearly 

in the center of the network. It is clear that, as the torus size 

increases, as the latency values increase. However, the latency 

obtained by BTL algorithm increases slowly. It is obvious 

that, BTL algorithm outperforms T2W algorithm. 
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Fig 7:  Network latency of T2W and BTL vs. torus size 
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Fig 8:  Network traffic of T2W and BTL vs. no. of 

destinations 

Fig 8 plots the network traffic obtained by the two algorithms 

on T40×40 versus various values of the number of the 

destinations ranging from 100 to 1600. For the two 

algorithms, as the number of destinations increases, the traffic 

curves increase until they meet at a certain point. This 

happens when Pd =100%, i.e., at the broadcast pattern. But 

the increasing rate of traffic curve of BTL algorithm is lowest. 

Also, at small number of destinations, the increasing rate of 

traffic curves is large, nearly 25%, after this ratio, the 

Increasing rate is small. Generally, from the previous figures, 

the following notes can be observed: 

 BTL algorithm performs better than T2W algorithm. 

 As the number of destinations increases, latency values 

obtained by the two algorithms increases but BTL 

routing is less sensitive to the increased load than T2W 

algorithm. This is due to the fact that it’s BTL routing 

uses shorter paths, figs 6, 7. 

 Also, the number of destinations increases, the traffic of 

the two algorithms increase but BTL algorithm has the 

lowest, fig 8. 

Finally, BTL algorithm is efficiently used in 2D torus 

multicomputer. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
In this study, a deadlock-free wormhole multicast algorithm in 

2D torus multicomputer, BTL, was presented. This algorithm 

used a path-based facility and is shown to be deadlock-free. 

BTL routing uses both horizontal and vertical wraparound 

channels to send a message to a set of destinations within two 

phases at most. Also, a routing function, RBTL is designed and 

is used as a base for the proposed algorithm. The performance 

of BTL algorithm was evaluated through comparing it with 

T2W algorithm [9]. The results show that the best 

performance is obtained by BTL algorithm over different 

traffic loads and destination set sizes. Our future works will 

focus on extending the proposed BTL algorithm to higher 

dimensional torus networks. Also, another multicast 

partitioning and routing strategy will be studied to enhance 

the overall system performance. 
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